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は、20lTl心筋 SPECTにおいては TEW法を使用する































収集マ トリ ックス :64x64 
収集モード :(1)は step6度で360度(2)はcontinuous、
3度毎のサンプリング360度
















の画像評価 ファン トー ム実験と臨床例の比l絞
結果
(1) 心筋ファン トー ム SPECTの%up-take





































図2 ファン 卜ー ムの TIー201部位別%up-take
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図3 ファン卜ー ムの 1-123部位男IJ%up-take
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Evaluation of Dual-Energy Myocardial SPECT with the Simultaneous 
Acquisition Using the TEW Method 
-Comparison between phantom experiment and clinical cases-
Norio OHN1SHI1， Hiroki KIT AMURN. Masashi HIET N. Ryozo SHIRON011， Katsuhiko MATSUDN1 
Toshihito FUKUF'， Masaru SHINGAF. Keiko M1Y N1 
1) Division of Radiology. 1くomatsushimaRed Cross I-Iospital 
2) Division of Radiology， Komatsushima Red Cross Hospital 
3) Division ofInternal Medicine. Komatsushima R巴dCross Hospital 
The Triple Energy Window method (TEW method) developed recently is highly estimated as a method to corect 
scattering radiation (cross talk)， which raises a problem in SPECT with the simultaneous acquisition. We comparatively 
examined the di妊erencebetween the images obtained by the myocardial SPECT with simultaneous acquisition of 20ITl 
and 1231 using the TEW method and those obtained by the conv巴ntionalmyocardial SPECT with the single energy 
acquisition with respect to phantom and clinical cases. The examination parameters were %up take taken as the 
quantitative evaluation with respect to the myocardial region and visual evaluation of SPECT images.もNhilethere was 
not a big difference in %up take with r巴spectto the myocardial region and visual evaluation of SPECT was similar in 
the myocardial phantom， the %up takes of both却ITIand Iお1were lower in the septal and inferior wal with the 
simultaneous dual-巴nergyacguisition and the SPECT images obtained by this method w巴renot uniform compar巴dto 
those obtained with the single-en巴rgyacquisition. We must understand such tendencies when we read th巴myocardial 
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SPECT images with th巴simultaneousacquisition lIsing the TEW method. 
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